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Welcome to Grade 6

Welcome Parents, Guardians and Students to 2018!
This year is sure to be exciting and memorable. The
students have settled in wonderfully, and all staff
are looking forward to the year ahead. With Grade 4
camp, new iPads and much more, it is looking to be
a busy and productive year.

Key days to remember:

Within the Grade 4 Team, there are six homerooms:

*Homework is due every Thursday

Amanda Matina- H36

-Friday:

Sarah Cauchi- H37 (Team Leader)

*Student diaries to be brought to school with reading
comments

Melissa Lim- H38

-26th February: Whole School Picnic (5:30-7:00pm)
-Tuesday or Thursday:
*Swimming (bring correct bathers and swimming bag)

Jessica Di Pasquale- H39
Lauren Watson- H40
Meagan Ryan- H41
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Our New Unit

Grade
4
Who We Are
Our beliefs and values influence how we live our lives.
Transdisciplinary Theme
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and
values; personal, physical, mental, social and spiritual
health; human relationships including families,
friends, communities, and cultures; rights and
responsibilities; what it means to be human.
Lines of Inquiry
 Different value systems



How people express different types of values
and beliefs
How beliefs and values influence the way we
behave and interact

Learner Profile: Open-minded, Reflective
Skills: Dialectical Thought, Respecting Others, Codes
of Behaviour, Formulating Questions
Attitudes: Respect, Tolerance
Concepts: Connection, Perspective, Reflection

Mathematics
In Mathematics, we will be exploring fundamental
concepts in a variety of mathematical areas.
Students will be continuing to build their fluency
and understanding, as well as their ability to
problem solve and reason. Students will revisit the
DIHARD model as a framework to approach
problem solving.
This term, the some areas we will be exploring
include place value, numeration and addition.
Literacy
In Reading, teachers will continuously conference
with students and use the KCPS Literacy
Continuums to set goals. Students will engage in
guided, shared and independent reading.
In Writing, students will participate in modelled,
shared and independent writing. Students will also
develop and generate ideas within their Thinker’s
Journal.
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